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DESIGNER ULLA
JOHNSON’S DREAMY
INSTAGRAM FEED
REVEALS AS
MUCH ABOUT HER
LIFEST YLE AS HER
FASHIONS.

You Must
Remember This

Fashion once occupied boutique windows and mail-order catalogues.
In this digital age, we can see desirable objects anytime, anywhere.

I

By Olivia Stren
t was springtime in Paris. Horse-chestnut and

coup de foudre
-

-

-
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t’s safe to say that I’m hooked. I have spent a
humiliating amount of time scrolling through
the Instagram accounts of my fashion crushes
(Ulla Johnson, Clare Vivier, Apiece Apart, Jesse

but also their children, homes, dogs, holidays and breakfasts.
About this illusion (delusion?) of intimacy, Johnson herself

clothes and bags and the fantasy of the life
required to accessorize them. With the time I’ve
spent on the Ulla Johnson and Clare Vivier sites
alone, I could have enrolled in design school and launched

ever did,” she says. “Storytelling has become increasingly
important in understanding a brand’s ethos, and Instagram has
really helped to give that voice.” Instagram, says Johnson, has

On a recent trip to Los Angeles, I visited Clare Vivier’s lovely

had direct access to our clientele. I think that being able to
my home, the personal and poetic moments of our design proIt has also, arguably, created fresh ground for commerce.

for these pathologies. But Instagram is an ever-refreshed daily
catalogue, dispatching postcards from the better-lit life you
faculty of information at the University of Toronto, says: “We’re
-

fantasy, it also provides fresh opportunities for disappointment.

target group of people. But [Instagram and social media] are
a protracted long-distance correspondence. As charming as
It’s about saying ‘We like the same things.’ It’s about a lifestyle.
You’re buying into a lifestyle. We’re buying these products or
these clothes because that brand understands us; it understands

it comes to despair. One (non-Instagrammable) day not long

ingly lovely Ulla Johnson silk embroidered peasant-style midi-

pretty, I scrolled through my Instagram feed in the hope

Instagram has made celebrities, or “micro-celebrities,” out

foster a sense of intimacy. “There is a perceived closeness that

ticular brand of Instagram-fuelled inferiority complex is nothing

communication,” says Jacobson. “So even if the person doesn’t
that there is a personal connection. There’s the illusion of pub-

GET TO KNOW
ME: DESIGNER
CLARE VIVIER’S
SOCIAL FEED
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Lune. Or Madi. Or Virginie. Or Clare Vivier’s fetching Henri.

